Queensland Country Musician sings the One Punch Can Kill™ message
From an early age, Maurice Hardy had a flare for verse and song. As one of eight
children it may have been the only way he could be heard. Essentially a quiet man,
some might say a shy kind of a guy, storytelling through song and verse is in
Maurice’s words is “a way of getting my point of view across.”
Maurice began recording on vinyl in 1982, developing a
tone in his music. Some 27 recordings and a few bands
material has been released, along with some favourite
journey on the CD Timeless Moments. The CD features 8
that carries the powerful One Punch Can Kill™ message.
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The track “Turn Around, Walk Away-One Punch Can Kill' was composed after a
memorable conversation with a family member. “If this song can contribute in some
small way to reduce street/alcohol fuelled violence and increase public awareness of
the horrendous consequences resulting from these acts of insanity, then it has been
worth it.” claims Maurice.
“I contacted Mr Ross Thompson from the Queensland Homicide Victims’ Support
Group, who own and run the One Punch Can Kill™ campaign to seek his input. Ross
really encouraged me to develop the track and has been very supportive of my
effort to share this important social message,” said Maurice.
The One Punch Can Kill™ campaign is the original and most powerful anti-violence
voice in our community. It covers so much country from concerns for school yard
violence to our homes. The campaign has received further support from the
previous Newman government in Queensland to continue its work as a preventative
measure to reducing incidents of assaults.
“The previous Premier himself and relevant senior ministers have listened and
provided strong support for the campaigns continuance and new focus on improving
the social behaviours of our youth.” says Mr Ross Thompson, General Manager of
QHVSG. “It’s important to all of our communities just not in Queensland to have our
states leaders taking a direct interest and providing support for the One Punch Can
Kill™ message, but for Australia and the world.”
Maurice feels privileged to have worked with some amazing talent on the new album
including Steve Sparrow on guitars and drums, Hugh Curtis on fiddle and mandolin,
Vaughan Jones on key board, Michael Wilson on steel guitar and Fred Hudson on
Banjo. Timeless Moments took 6 months to record at Sparrow Sound Studio.
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